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Student difficulties surrounding motion have been well documented for many years. This 
work was inspired by the work of former MST students into the instruction of Newton’s Second Law 
of Motion at the middle school level. The purpose of this study was to further investigate how 
middle school students talk and reason about motion. Particular attention was paid to how students 
defined the term “motion,” how those definitions fit into a larger framework of what encompasses 
understanding motion at the middle school level, and how students justified negativity of a 
calculation of a negative velocity. 
A tutorial lesson was developed to help students gain an understanding of what motion is 
when discussed in the science classroom and how the math they are learning about can play a role in 
understanding terms like “uniform motion.” Students were asked to define motion before and after 
the learning event, along with other questions including asking them to justify the negativity of a 
velocity they calculated. 
Student definitions of motion ranged from undefined conceptualizations of motion to well 
thought out definitions of complex terms like changes in speed or velocity. Furthermore, the way in
which students justified the negativity of the third trial velocity illuminated two distinct models for 
reasoning. The first, with the systemically locked model, was the reliance on the location to justify 
the negativity. The second, with the directionally locked model, showed a reliance on the direction 
of motion in order to justify the negativity. 
This study begins the process of illuminating the complexity of the understanding of motion 
that is required of middle school students. We outline the ways in which students discuss different 
categories of motion and how their justifications of the negativity of a velocity can show us which 
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There has been a major push worldwide to better understand how students learn and 
effective methods of instruction. Classroom education research has been a particularly prominent 
endeavor in the attempt and has built up a large stockpile of documented knowledge. Lawrence 
Stenhouse was one of the first researchers that promoted the concept of utilizing the teacher as a 
researcher when he published An Introduction to Curriculum Research and Development 
(Stenhouse, 1975). Since then, public educational systems around the world have ballooned in 
size, with the United States of America having spent over 700 billions dollars on K-12 education 
(Institute of Education Sciences, 2020). 
Part of the push to increase effective teaching practices came in 2010 when the Common 
Core Initiative was created to help combat low test scores and inconsistent learning standards 
(Kaiser & Cross, 2011). Standards are the rule of the land when it comes to public K-12 
education in the United States of America. These standards are created by a consensus of a group 
of individuals and then are adopted at the state level. Two primary sets of these standards in the 
United States are the Next Generation Science Standards (NGSS) and the Common Core State 
Standards (CCSS). The NGSS lays out the learning progressions related to science concepts, 
while the CCSS outline the recommended learning progressions for concepts related to English 
language arts and mathematics. 
Some of the concepts from studying motion are directly related to concepts from 




mathematics more deeply. Given the importance of the topic, it is useful to understand the details 
of how students come to make sense of motion and how their ideas develop over time. Because 
this study takes place in the regular classroom content of middle school teaching and learning it 
is limited to the context of motion as it applies to Newton’s second law of motion, with the 
ultimate goal of increasing student understanding of velocity, and perhaps acceleration. Given 
that motion is a concept that shows up in many sciences, the ways in which it is first formally 
taught can have a large influence on students‟ learning across the sciences. Furthermore, 
teaching motion allows for students to experience and understand the integration of mathematics 
and science, which is of increasing importance in the classroom in later instruction. 
Because the term plays such an important role in this thesis, we must first agree on a 
definition. I define the term motion as the way in which an object moves from one location to 
another. The simplest description of an object's motion include descriptions of distances 
traversed and, when paired with a defined direction, will create a description of displacement. 
From there, the concepts of distance or displacement can be repeated over time intervals, 
yielding the descriptors of speed and velocity. After that, changes in speed, or changes in 
velocity, can be discussed using the term acceleration. 
When describing motion mathematically, an arbitrarily defined coordinate system is 
imposed on situations in order to have a commonly understood definition of direction. During 
this study we will be consistent with the recommendations of the Next Generation Science 
Standards (NGSS) (National Research Council, 2013) as described in Chapter 2, and will be 
limiting the study to involve motion along an arbitrarily defined one-dimensional coordinate 
system. This coordinate system could be defined by many opposing terms, i.e., forwards and 




direction. This coordinate system is one that can be shared and used to commonly describe 
events amongst one’s peers. 
This work takes place in the Center for Research in STEM Education Center (RiSE 
Center), whose goal is to advance the research and practice of teaching and learning in science, 
technology, engineering, and mathematics. This study was preceded in the RiSE Center by prior 
work focused on the instruction of force and motion at the middle school level. Previous research 
has been into teacher’s content knowledge and pedagogical content knowledge on the instruction 
of Force and Motion (Laverty, 2015) and middle school teacher conceptions of acceleration and 
their effects on formative assessment (Kranich, 2016). The work in the RiSE Center built on 
much prior research which has shown that motion is a difficult concept for students to 
understand at all ages (Dykstra & Sweet, 2009; Hammer & Elby, 2003; Nie et al., 2019; 
Trowbridge & McDermott, 1981). The goal of this research project is to clarify what we mean 
when we talk about motion in the science classroom and attempt to create a structure for how we 
teach and learn about motion. 
 
 
1.2 K-12 Standards 
 
To discuss the ways in which motion is taught and learned requires understanding the 
guidelines and standards which influence teachers‟ choices in the classroom. These are the Next 
Generation Science Standards (National Research Council, 2013) and the Common Core State 
Standards for mathematics. 
Educational standards are not new to the United States public educational system. The 
American Association for the Advancement of Sciences (AAAS) in 1985 started Project 2061, “a 




(American Association for the Advancement of Science, n.d.). This push for standards based 
education extended to Maine in 1997 when the state adopted the Maine Learning Results (MLR) 
(Maine Department of Education, n.d.). Since then the MLR have been updated to reflect newer 
sets of standards that have been adopted by many other states. 
 
 
1.2.1 Next Generation Science Standards on Motion 
 
The NGSS were developed in 2013 by a consortium of 26 states. These standards have 
served as a guiding map for nearly 40 states in their curricular goals at different age bands 
throughout a child’s K-12 education. The overall structure of the NGSS is outlined in the 
publication “A Framework for K-12 Science Education (National Research Council, 2012). 
Which defines the science and 
engineering practices, disciplinary 
core ideas (DCI), and cross cutting 
concepts for learning science. The 
NGSS standards (National Research 
Council, 2013) are broken down by 
grade level for grade K-5. After 5
th
 
grade, the standards get generalized 
to encompass middle school, grades 
6-8, and high school, grades 9-12. 
Motion is part of one of the four core components of physical science education in the 
United States, as seen in Table 1.1, and is often mentioned alongside other Newtonian 




thesis will limit the scope of motion and will be concerned with the instruction of motion prior 
to/coinciding with the instruction of Newton’s three laws of motion. In particular, we will be 
focusing on developing the necessary resources to begin grasping Newton’s second law at the 
middle school level. The NGSS outlines the second Core Idea in the Physical Sciences as “PS2: 
Motion and Stability: Forces and Interactions”. PS2 is further broken down into three 
Component Ideas, the first of which is “PS2.A: Forces and Motion” (Table 1.1) PS2.A is 
described as “interactions of an object with another object can be explained and predicted using 
the concept of forces, which can cause a change in motion of one or both of the interacting 
objects” (National Research Council, 2012). 
The term “motion” is mentioned numerous times throughout the Framework of the NGSS 
and in the Standards of the NGSS, but it is inconsistently defined. Instruction of force and 
motion begins early in a student’s public education and continues all of the ways through to high 
school. Starting in kindergarten, students are expected to have “analyzed data to determine if a 
design solution works as intended to change the speed or direction of an object with a push or a 
pull” (National Research Council, 2013, p. 195). This begins to define the term motion as 
including the speed and direction of an object. This early definition is one of the more explicit 
definitions for motion in the NGSS. 
The next time force and motion is taught is in the third grade. Students are expected to 
“plan and conduct an investigation to provide evidence of the effects of balanced and unbalanced 
forces on the motion of an object” (National Research Council, 2013, p. 214). This standard, 3- 
PS2-1, starts to develop the idea that forces acting on an object do not necessarily change its 




acceleration through the usage/implementation of Newton’s second law of motion, F=ma. It 
seems that the term motion here is being used synonymously with the term velocity. 
A second third grade Physical Science standard, 3-PS2-2 states that students should 
“make observations and/or measurements of an object’s motion to provide evidence that a 
pattern can be used to predict future motion” (National Research Council, 2013, p. 214). The use 
of the term “motion” here seems to correlate more closely with the concept of displacements or 
speed. This is further obfuscated when one looks to the clarification statement, which says, 
“examples of motion with a predictable pattern could include a child swinging in a swing, a ball 
rolling back and forth in a bowl, and two children on a see-saw” (National Research Council, 
2013, p. 214). This description leads the reader to believe that their intent is less about speed and 
displacements, and more about periodic motion. 
At the fifth-grade level the NGSS places two limits on the instruction of Newton’s second 
law of motion. These are referred to as an “assessment boundary” in the NGSS. The first limits 
the students understanding to strictly qualitative and conceptual reasoning, and does not allow 
for the quantitative addition of forces. It further limits the instruction and interpretation of an 
object's motion to pattern recognition and whether that pattern of past motion can be used to 
predict future motion. The second boundary limits the language that is used at this level stating 
“Boundary: Technical terms, such as magnitude, velocity, momentum, and vector quantity, are 
not introduced at this level, but the concept that some quantities need both size and direction to 
be described is developed” (National Research Council, 2013, 214). These two boundaries are no 
longer present at the Middle School level and will be of particular focus in section 2.3. Their 
omission suggests that terms such as magnitude, velocity, momentum, and other vector 




NGSS suggests that students should begin learning about vector quantities in middle school and 
are expected to start doing quantitative analysis of an object’s motion and resolving multiple 
forces into a single net force. I return to the topic of reasoning with vector quantities in the next 
section. 
The middle school standards are not specific to a particular grade level and are 
generalized for a school-wide level with an expectation of what will be learned by eighth grade. 
There are two standards in Middle School that pertain to Newton’s laws of motion. The first 
concerns Newton’s third law of motion and is outside of the realm of our focus, but might serve 
some insight as to the meaning that they are attaching to the term „motion.‟ MS-PS2-1 requires 
students to be able to “apply Newton’s Third Law to design a solution to a problem involving the 
motion of two colliding objects” (National Research Council, 2013, p. 88). In this first Middle 
School motion standard, it seems that the term „motion‟ is referring to velocity and is drawing 
upon or may be leading to the idea of momentum with elastic and inelastic collisions. The 
second motion standard, MS-PS2-2, states that students who demonstrate understanding can 
“plan an investigation to provide evidence that the change in an object’s motion depends on the 
sum of the forces on the object and [on] the mass of the object” (National Research Council, 
2013, p. 88). An assessment boundary is set forth and states that these two standards are to be 
limited to one-dimension. MS-PS2-2 continues the theme of motion correlating with velocity, 
while a „change in an object’s motion‟ seems to refer to acceleration. It is at this point that we 
start to get an idea that the term motion is starting to seem to be used interchangeably with 
velocity. 
In high school, Newton’s second law of motion should be taught in greater detail. HS- 




motion describes the mathematical relationship among the net force on a macroscopic object, its 
mass, and its acceleration” (National Research Council, 2013, p. 123). The clarification 
statement points out that “examples of data could include tables or graphs of position or velocity 
as a function of time for objects subject to a net unbalanced force” (National Research Council, 
2013, p. 123). It is here that once again the term “motion” seems to encompass more than just 
velocity, as positional data is presented as an adequate substitute to velocity in order to meet the 
standard. 
The two high school standards very closely mirror the middle school standards, however 
this time the directionality of forces and motion are no longer limited to one dimension and there 
is no assessment boundary on the use of trigonometry. Furthermore, there is an implied increase 
in mathematical rigor when they use the phrase “mathematical relationship.” Given the 
expectations of the addition of multiple dimensions, students should have conceptually mastered 
velocity and acceleration prior to high school, a problem that we will return to in section 2.1 in 
chapter 2. 
There is no doubt that the writers of the NGSS placed an emphasis on developing 
students‟ understanding of motion, but throughout the entirety of the documents surrounding the 
NGSS there is no clear definition for the term „motion.‟ It seems that eventually the term motion 
is used in place of velocity. However, it is not as simple as that. The term motion seems to 
develop from the concept of speed to inevitably become synonymous with velocity. At other 
times, it is used to describe repeated displacements. Likewise, a „change in motion‟ most 
commonly refers to a uniformly accelerating object but can also be in reference to periodic 




high school expectations suggests that the place for a majority of conceptual development in the 
study of motion is during those middle school years. 
 
 
1.2.2 The Common Core State Standards - Math 
 
The topic force and motion is full of vector quantities and that idea that a quantity can 
have both magnitude and direction is introduced at an early age in the science classroom. The 
concept is not formally touched upon in the math classroom until high school, but the foundation 
for understanding vectors comes much earlier. 
The foundation for introducing the number line starts in first grade with 1.MD.A.2 which 
states that students should be able to 
“Express the length of an object as a whole number of length units, by laying 
multiple copies of a shorter object (the length unit) end to end; understand that 
the length measurement of an object is the number of same-size length units 
that span it with no gaps or overlaps” (National Governors Association, 2010). 
This idea gets formalized in second grade, when students are required to be able to 
“Represent whole numbers as lengths from 0 on a number line diagram with 
equally spaced points corresponding to the numbers 0, 1, 2, ..., and represent 
whole-number sums and differences within 100 on a number line diagram” 
(National Governors Association, 2010). 
Finally, in third grade the students begin to break the number line created in second grade up 
with the introduction of fractions. The third grade standard states that students should be able to 
“Understand a fraction as a number on the number line; represent fractions on a number line 




It is not until middle school that the students again broach the topic of adding new 
parts to the number line. In sixth grade, students are introduced to the concept of negative 
numbers in their units on rational numbers. There are three standards at the sixth grade level 
that directly apply to this idea of extending the students‟ knowledge of the number line. The 
first standard, 6.NS.C.5, states that students should be able to “Understand that positive and 
negative numbers are used together to describe quantities having opposite directions or 
values” (National Governors Association, 2010). This standard, when combined with the 
second standard, 6.NC.C.6, which states “Understand a rational number as a point on the 
number line. Extend number line diagrams and coordinate axes familiar from previous 
grades to represent points on the line and in the plane with negative number coordinates” 
(National Governors Association, 2010) begins to lay the foundation for the one-dimensional 
coordinate system in which vectors can be defined. Finally, the third standard, 6.NS.C.7, 
introduces the idea of an absolute value, which lays the foundation for talking about and 
comparing the magnitude of a vector quantities. Importantly, standard 6.NS.C.5 refers to 
direction in a manner deeply relevant to this thesis. 
In seventh-grade the students again extend their understanding of rational numbers to 
include the four basic operations of addition, subtraction, multiplication, and division. The 
standard 7.NS.A.1.B states that students should 
“Understand p + q as the number located a distance |q| from p, in the positive 
or negative direction depending on whether q is positive or negative. Show 
that a number and its opposite have a sum of 0 (are additive inverses). 
Interpret sums of rational numbers by describing real-world contexts” 




At this point, students are introduced to the idea that addition of rational numbers is 
representative of adding one-dimensional vectors (Common Core Standards Writing Team, 
2016). 
Finally, in high school the study of vectors is officially set out for the students. The first 
standard that pertains to this study revolves around the representation of vectors. HSN.VM.A.1 
states that students should be able to “Recognize vector quantities as having both magnitude 
and direction. Represent vector quantities by directed line segments, and use appropriate 
symbols for vectors and their magnitudes (e.g., v, |v|, ||v||, v)” (National Governors 
Association, 2010). Here we can see the formalization of vectors with the symbolic 
representation of an arrow or the vector notation of a bolded or italicized variable. The other 
standard involves the calculations of motion; HSN.VM.A.3 states that students should be 
able to “Solve problems involving velocity and other quantities that can be represented by 




In this section we explored the evolution of motion through the NGSS and vectors 
through the CCSSM. A thorough examination of the NGSS reveals that vector quantities 
describing motion should be included in the instruction of MS-PS2-2. Moreover, mathematically 
the students are ready for this through the use of rational numbers and that vectors should be 




1.3 Overview of This Thesis 
 
In this section I will outline the overall structure of this thesis and describe the intent and 
goal of each chapter. In chapter 2 we will situate this thesis within prior research into identifying 
student difficulties with understanding motion and difficulties with vectors. We will also discuss 
the scientific and mathematical backgrounds of the students and the creation of the coordinated 
motion lab. Finally, we will discuss the different models for understanding motion and the 
directionality of velocity, with modifications discussed in chapter 3. 
In chapter 3 we will outline the demographics of the students in the study. We will then 
discuss a proposed conceptual framework for representing student understanding of motion at the 
middle school level and provide student examples of each proposed category. Lastly, we will 
propose modifications to the models of interpreting directionality discussed in chapter 2 and 
discuss student examples of each model. 
In chapter 4 we will look at how the students‟ definitions of motion changed from 
beginning to the end of the coordinated motion. After that, we will explore student reasoning for 
why one of their measured velocities was negative, using both mathematical and scientific 
models for understanding the negativity of the quantity. 
Chapter 5 discusses the results of Chapter 4. It will attempt to answer the following 
research questions: 
1. To what extent do the students develop their definition of motion over the course of the 
coordinated motion lab? 





Answers to these two questions will be used to discuss what aspects of the coordinated 






REVIEW OF PRIOR WORK AND THE COORDINATED MOTION LAB 
 
 
This study searches to better understand the process by which students develop the 
concept of motion. In this chapter I will discuss past studies of learning motion, the coordinated 
motion lab taught to middle school students, prior frameworks for understanding motion, and 
different approaches to interpreting a negative velocity. These all form the basis for the work 
described in chapter 3. 
 
 
2.1 Known Challenges to Overcome 
 
Two primary resources are identified by the NGSS that middle school students will need 
to understand in order to be able to engage with MS-PS2-2. They need an understanding of 
proportional relationships at the seventh-grade level and a 6th-grade understanding of integers 
(National Research Council, 2013). Many difficulties surrounding the learning of motion have 
been identified in students ranging from elementary school to the collegiate level (Aguirre & 
Erickson, 1984; Aguirre & Rankin, 1989; Nguyen & Meltzer, 2003; Flores, Kanim, & Kautz, 
2004; Shaffer & McDermott, 2005; D. Dykstra & D. Sweet, 2009). 
As argued in the previous chapter, vectors as an assessment boundary in the fifth grade 
are no longer to be avoided. Student difficulties with vectors are well documented (Aguirre & 
Erickson, 1984; Flores, Kanim, & Kautz, 2004; Harada, Morgan, & Prause, 2006; Knight, 1995; 
Middleton et al., 2015; Nguyen & Meltzer, 2003). Most research into student knowledge and use 
of vectors occurs at the college levels, though some work has been done at the high school level. 




position, displacement, velocity, and acceleration, a result found across all levels of education 
(Nguyen & Meltzer, 2003; Flores & Kanim, 2004; Poynter & Tall, 2005b). 
Many studies have pointed to the idea of introducing vectors with displacements. They 
also recommend modeling vectors as a journey to be an effective approach for instruction. 
(Harada, Morgan, & Prause, 2006; Nguyen & Meltzer, 2003). There are possible flaws with this 
method. Though students are able to grasp the concept of a vector as a journey, it has been 
shown that students fail to transfer their knowledge of vectors to other vector quantities like 
velocity and acceleration (Harada, Morgan, & Prause, 2006), and could struggle in applying this 
reasoning when confronted with more abstract vector quantities such as force. Furthermore, 
students that utilize this model can potentially run into difficulties when employing reasoning 
about vectors as a journey when multiple forces are acting on a point (Poynter & Tall, 2005b). 
The concept of vectors is not officially taught until students reach high school, however 
the foundational concepts to help students make sense of a vector quantities such as velocity and 
acceleration are typically taught in grades 6 and 7. These concepts include proportional 
reasoning and rational numbers. Proportional reasoning is introduced in sixth grade, but is not 
thoroughly emphasized until 7th grade. Likewise, rational numbers are introduced in sixth grade 
and again examined more thoroughly in seventh grade. In recognition of the disconnect in vector 
instruction between science and mathematics, Knight (1995) outlines four proposed options for 
addressing this lapse in content understanding. 
1. Instructors should make explicit mention of the properties of vectors for several 
weeks as they progress through the mechanics portion of the curriculum. 
2. Additional homework problems assigned for several weeks. 
 




4. Basic practice with vector math could be provided via computer-aided instruction. 
 
This study was built to test the third recommendation, that a targeted activity about vectors 
would help students better develop their understanding of physics ideas. 
 
 
2.2 Scientific Background 
 
The students participating in this study had completed lessons on properties of matter and 
chemical reactions. Based solely on the NGSS, It would be reasonable for the science teacher to 
assume that the last time the students engaged with the ideas of force and motion was in fifth 
grade. However, this was not the case. The students had begun to engage with this topic of 
motion throughout their math education. 
 
 
2.3 Mathematical Background 
 
I identified two primary resources that the students must draw upon from their prior 
mathematics experiences in order to be adequately prepared to grasp the concept of constant 
velocity. Those two primary resources consist of an understanding of direct proportional 
relationships and an understanding of integers. 
The CML was taught immediately after the students completed their second unit from 
Open Up Resources (OUR) on the Introduction to Proportional Relationships. The groundwork 
for their proportional reasoning began in unit 1, as the students began to create scaled drawings 
while working towards the standard CCSS.Math.Content (CCSSMC).7.G.A.1. This standard 
requires students to be able to “Solve problems involving scale drawings of geometric figures, 
including computing actual lengths and areas from a scale drawing and reproducing a scale 




a multiplying “scale factor” to all lengths within a shape while 
keeping any angles formed in the shape constant. 
This concept of a scale factor was then broadened to 
include more things than just the lengths of a side of a shape. 
The concept of a “scale factor” was expanded to become the 
“constant of proportionality (CoP),” which was later refined to 
be an interpretation of the slope of a linear relationship. Unit 
two addressed the CCSSMC.7.RP.A.2 standard that requires 
students to be able to “Recognize and represent proportional 
 
 
Figure 2.1. Open Up 
Resources Unit Progression 
relationships between quantities'' (National Governors 
Association, 2010). The students at the time of the study had 
done exercises to evaluate a table of numbers for the CoP. They 
were taught to solve for two CoPs by making a ratio of their x and y variables to create both x/y 
and y/x. This test for proportionality was later used during the CML as a way of calculating the 
velocity of an object and determining if the speed was constant or changing. 
The second resource that the students drew on was their understanding of the positivity 
and negativity of numbers. The number system as a whole is a topic that is heavily developed in 
a student’s middle school years. The student’s learning of positive and negative numbers began 
in sixth grade and continued in seventh grade. The OUR materials place their unit on rational 
numbers seventh out of eight units. From personal communication with teachers at our school, I 
was aware that the majority of sixth-grade teachers in the 2019-2020 school year were not able to 
get past the 4th or 5th unit by the time that the year drew to a close, due to circumstances related 




result, I assumed that there had been no formal instruction on positive and negative numbers 
prior to the CML, so I taught these concepts the morning of the CML. It would have been ideal 
to have waited to run the CML after the teaching of unit five of OUR, because such that the 
students would have been again introduced to rational numbers. Due to scheduling, this was not 
possible, and the CML had to be taught between units two and three. 
 
 
2.4 The Coordinated Motion Lab 
 
The Coordinated Motion Lab (CML) was designed to have the students engage with the 
concepts of positive and negative constant velocities. The activity as a whole was inspired by 
activities from Project-Based Inquiry Science‟s Vehicles in Motion (Knodler, 2014) and Lillian 
McDermott et al.’s Physics by Inquiry (1996). The activity is centered around the use of an 
inclined plane and pulls directly from an activity previously completed by the students. 
The topic of speed, how to calculate, and that it is the proportionality of distance and time 
was discussed in lesson twelve of unit two in OUR. The start of the CML begins by pulling 
directly from that activity. The activity involved comparing the journeys of three friends walking 
from a ticket booth to the bumper cars. Each persons’ journey was described using a table that 
imparted three separate instances of time and location for each friend. The ticket booth’s location 
was determined to be the zero point and the bumper cars were fifty meters away. Each of the 
three friends took different amounts of time to reach the destination. The students were taught to 
calculate the CoP and asked which person was moving most quickly. All three scenarios 




When it came to creating the introductory practice problem for the CML it was important 
to add a fourth scenario. This fourth scenario would introduce a new friend, Lin, to the situation; 
who would start at the bumper cars and go to the ticket booth, as seen in Table 2.1. This scenario 
will later be referred to as Lin’s Journey and will be introduced in chapter Four. Lin’s Journey 
created a calculable example for the students to discover negative displacements and thus 
introduce the concept of negative velocities. Some pre- 
teaching was necessary when beginning this lab in the 
realm of properly calculating changes in quantities 
using the formula         . Knowing that 
subtraction that results in a negative number had not 
 
been addressed in their mathematics background yet, I 
decided that calculators would be a tool that needed to 
be readily available to the students. 
 
 
Table 2.1. Lin‟s Journey 
From there the students would be able to begin the actual data collection portion of the 
CML. The setup of the lab involved using two pieces of aluminum track, with one track propped 
up with a book, or in the case of the picture, a stapler, as seen in Figure 2.2. This created the 
incline that the marble would accelerate down and across the horizontal portion of the track that 
would be the focus of our study. A meter stick was placed behind this portion of the track in 
order to accurately measure the marble’s location at a given instant during the marble’s recorded 
 




journey and the students were instructed to utilize the webcam on their laptops to record the 
different journeys of the ball. 
The students would analyze the marble’s journey along the horizontal track three separate 
times, each with a different initial height off the table along the inclined plane. The first set of 
data was provided to them in the packet and I planned to model 
for the class how they would be analyzing the data that they 
would be collecting in their second and third trials. Together we 
would determine a starting point that we were going to look at, as 
early off the ramp as possible, and would determine the initial 
location of the marble, in relation to the meter stick, and set that 
instance to time zero. We would then go on to skip two frames 
ahead, note the marble’s location, and add 0.06 s to the time. This 
process was repeated three more times and from there would be 
able to calculate the changes in time and location for the four 
 
 
Table 2.2. Sample 6 cm 
Time and Location Data 
intervals which span our five gathered data points. The data would result in close to, but not 
exactly constant velocity. (See Table 2.2 for sample data.) During this time we planned to talk 
about errors in measurements and variables that were closely controlled for, but not perfectly. 
The students repeated this experiment two more times with different initial heights, 6 cm 
and 8 cm off the tabletop. However, in the third trial, the students were instructed to turn their 
ramp around, while keeping the meter stick fixed in its position. This caused the calculation of 
change distance to result in a negative number, and thus the ratio of change in distance over the 




The activity summarizes itself at the end by asking the students six open-response 
questions. The first three questions were designed to give us an insight into what thoughts the 
CML had sparked in them. The first two questions were an attempt to get students to apply their 
mathematical reasoning and then their scientific reasoning to interpreting what they discovered 
from the data collection. The first dove into whether or not the students were able to show 
evidence of a proportional relationship between Δt and Δx for any of their trials, and the second 
question asked if they were able to identify any evidence showing the marble underwent uniform 
motion. The third question was designed to probe how the students would interpret the negative 
number that came out of the last trial that they conducted, asking why they thought the third 
trial’s results were negative. Questions four and five were put in place in order to get the students 
thinking about the accelerated motion that the marble underwent on the ramp and would not be 
of importance to this study. Finally, the last question was a recurrence of the very first question 
of the activity “what is motion” and serves as a point of comparison from beginning to end of the 
CML. Student responses were transcribed and unique letter pair identifiers were used in place of 
their names in order to protect their anonymity. 
The CML was designed to fill five fifty-minute blocks spread out across the school day 
and accommodate upwards of forty-eight kids, or roughly half of the ninety-six student team, at a 
given time. Due to the size of the class, two classrooms were needed; conveniently the school is 
equipped with adjoining classrooms separated by a folding wall. The wall dividing the two 
rooms was folded up for this occasion, creating a unified space with spacing enough for twelve 




The schedule of the day was broken into three different chunks, as outlined in Table 2.3. 
The first chunk of time that the kids were present in the learning environment started at 7:50 AM 
and continued up until 9:30 AM. This time slot was 
allotted for organizing the students into groups and 
introducing the topic. The students returned at 11:00 
AM and were present for 50 minutes, up until the 
students left for motor break and lunch. During this 
second chunk, the goal was to gather one or two 
trials‟ worth of data. The final time the kids returned 
to the classroom happened at 12:25 PM, and they 
were there until 1:45 PM. This last chunk was 
devoted to finishing data collection, answering the 
 
 
Table 2.3. Student Schedule of the 
Day Broken up by Chunk 
reflection questions, and participating in a five minute, class-wide debriefing discussion. This 
yields a total time with the kids of three-hours and forty minutes. Every group was able to finish 
in the allotted amount of time. 
 
 
2.5 Research Questions 
 
The purpose of this study is to examine how middle school students develop their 
understanding of motion over the course of their interaction with the CML. The aim of this study 
is to answer the following three questions: 
1. To what extent do the students develop their definition of motion over the course of the 




2. How do students engage with the concept of a negative velocity after the coordinated 
motion lab? 
In chapter 3, I describe the context and methods of this study. In chapter 4, I present the data that 




2.6 Frameworks for Characterizing Student Understanding of Motion 
 
In an attempt to help us better reason about how students are thinking about motion we 
looked to prior work done on the study of learning motion. 
Dykstra and Sweet (2009) studied the conceptual development about motion and force in 
the elementary and middle school levels. They developed a rubric, as shown in Table 2.4, that 
broke down the conceptual development about force and motion into three tiers: direction-only, 
snapshot, and dynamic. The direction-only model relies simply on whether or not there is motion 
and in what direction that motion is occurring. Students that relied on the snapshot model 
typically mention direction, along with the speed or velocity, but never referenced the change of 
motion process itself. Finally, students that relied on the dynamic model typically mentioned the 
direction of motion, but also included references to whether or not there was a continuous change 
in magnitude (Dykstra & 
Sweet, 2009). Because it 
was designed for 
understanding elementary 
school levels of mastery, 




rubric was lacking granularity in the underpinnings of the term “motion” and that the level of 
conception that I was looking to assess would be pushing that of a high school student’s 
conceptual mastery, as opposed to the elementary focus that Dykstra and Sweet took. 
Nie, et al. (2019) outlined a potential conceptual framework seen in figure 2.3. They 
outline four potential parallel learning pathways for understanding accelerated motion. Among 
those pathways, there exist three 
contextual variables that an expert would 
engage in while attempting to understand 
the motion of an object being acted upon 
by a force: distance, velocity, and change 
in velocity. There exists a local 
connection between these three variables 
and an understanding of acceleration. 
 
 
Figure 2.3. Conceptual Framework of Force 
and Motion (Nie et al., 2019) 
Conceptually speaking, middle school students need almost an expert level of understanding of 
motion (Nie et al., 2019). 
However, this framework does not do justice to the complexity that is building an 
understanding of accelerated motion and thus needed to be refined. This led to the creation of my 
conceptual framework towards understanding motion at the middle school level, which will be 
discussed further in section 3.2 in chapter 3. 
 
 
2.7 Interpreting the Directionality of Velocity 
 
The primary instructional goal for the CML was for the students to engage with their 




directionality, meaning using positive and negative numbers to indicate different directions of 
motion to develop an understanding of velocity. There are two different conceptual models that I 
will be using to analyze student reasoning about the meaning of the negative sign in their 
measured negative velocity. 
 
 
2.7.1 Mathematical Interpretation of Direction 
 
When interpreting students‟ mathematical justifications of the +/- signs when identifying 
directionality, I will make use of Tall’s (2004) work on the three worlds of mathematics: the 
embodied, proceptual, and the formal world (see Table 2.5). 
The embodied world consists of perception and action, including reflection on perception 
and action, which develops into a more sophisticated Platonic framework. Reliance on the 
embodied world would mean interpreting the negative sign as occurring because of something 
that occurred in the physical 
world, for example 
“because the ruler was 
backwards (CA-B1).” With 
this response there is a clear 
focus on the physical world 
and applying a traditional one-dimensional coordinate system with the direction to the right 
being positive and the left being negative. 
The second world is the proceptual world, which involves the use of symbols, such as 
those in arithmetic, algebra, and calculus, that act as both processes to do and concepts to think 




negative “because we subtracted 96 from 93.” In this instance, we can see that such an answer is 
beginning the process of mathematizing the situation and is describing the calculation of 
displacement. 
The third world, the formal world is where definitions and proofs lead to the construction 
of axiomatic theories (Watson, Spyrou, & Tall, 2003). An example of a student answer utilizing 
the formal world to interpret the negative sign could come as “because the number you 
subtracted was bigger than the # we subtracted from (SP-2).” This final example shows a 
generalized description about how a negative number is produced from a subtraction statement. 
Further examples of these answers will come in section 4.3 of chapter 4, when discussing data 
from the CML activity. 
 
2.7.2 Scientific Interpretation of Direction 
 
To discuss negative velocities, we refer back to work on describing negative acceleration. 
 
G. Kranich et al. (2016) developed two models for interpreting the directionality of acceleration. 
 
These two models include the speed model and direction model. The speed model correlates the 
sign of acceleration with the change in magnitude of the speed, regardless of direction of motion: 
speeding up is positive acceleration and slowing down is negative acceleration, period. This 
speed model could be used to justify the negative velocity because the marble is slowing down. 
This treatment of the negative sign shows evidence of it signifying a changing quantity, and not 
correctly correlating the sign with the directionality of the velocity. This misconception 
identified by Kranich may have larger implications outside of acceleration and will be discussed 
further in chapter 5. 
The direction model “uses both pieces of information (direction of motion and change in 




direction model would be shown through answers such as, “the velocity is negative because the 
marble is traveling the opposite direction.” Here the student conveys the justification that when 





In this chapter we have outlined the difficulties that students have faced in the past 
learning about motion. Furthermore, we discussed the difficulties that students have had when 
incorporating vectors into that understanding of motion. In an effort to increase student 
understanding of vector quantities in motion we have proposed the Coordinated Motion Lab. 
Finally, we outlined previous frameworks for representing student understanding of motion and, 
separately, directionality of velocity. In the next chapter we will discuss some modifications to 
these models and propose a framework for representing student understanding of motion at the 






RESEARCH CONTEXT AND METHODS 
 
 
In this chapter, I will discuss student background knowledge, how we analyzed the 
results taken from the Coordinated Motion Lab (CML), and a conceptual framework for how 
middle school students conceptualize motion. Defining this framework includes providing 
examples of student responses for the different categories of the conceptual framework. I will 
also provide examples of student responses for each of the directional models used when 




This study took place in the winter of 2019. Approximately 90 7th-grade students from a 
regional suburban/rural public middle school in the Northeastern United States, which serves 
approximately 600 students ranging from grades 6-8, participated in this study. The median 
income for the district is $44,316 and 38% of families receive free/reduced lunch services. A 




3.2 Proposed Motion Framework 
 
To answer research question 1, on student understanding of motion, required extending 
the work of Dewey & Sweet and Nie et al. discussed in the previous chapter. Students‟ 
knowledge of motion was analyzing student answers to the broad and open-ended question, 
“what is motion?” We develop a framework that built on previous work, as shown in Figure 3.1, 




framework in terms of its individual categories and provide examples of student responses in 
each category. In the next chapter, we use this framework to understand changes in student 
responses from before to after instruction on the CML. 
I note that a difference between this proposed framework and that of Nie et al. is that 
there is no direct connection between a distance/displacement and an understanding of 
acceleration. These two concepts instead couple together with speed/velocity respectively, and 
from there the learner may make the jump to an understanding of accelerated motion. 
Furthermore, I also include a connection between the newly formed concept of speed and a 




Figure 3.1. Proposed Conceptual Framework of Motion at 







In this section I will provide student examples of each category of the conceptual 
framework and attempt to describe any trends in student responses. 
Our framework characterizes undefined motion (um) as a vague, sometimes circular or 
tautological understanding of motion. There were multiple examples that occurred frequently. 
One common initial understanding of undefined motion relied upon terms such as movement or 
moving without any further clarification, such as, “I think motion is when something is moving 
(CJ).” Other examples were much simpler and came in the form of “something moving (JJ).” 
The post-CML undefined motion responses were often rife with misconceptions involving 
motion as a motivating force such as, “Motion is what pushes an object. Motion can be forcefully 
made to. It's the process of being moved (PT).” Another such example was “Motion is that 




The category of distance (x) was commonly identified by the idea of traveling from point 
A to point B or going from one place to another. Examples include saying “How you go from 
point A to point B (DP)” or “Movement of an object. Moving, transporting, going from one 
place to another, those are some words that describe motion. Anything that is not in the same 
place as it was an instant ago is moving and moving is motion (OF).” In both cases, much of the 
way in which the object moves from one place to another is left unexplained by the student. 
The category of displacement (dx) consisted of dynamic descriptions of movement, 
depicting different indications of direction such as positive/negative, forward/backward, 
left/right/up/down, or north/east/south/west. A particularly dynamic example is given as: 
“Motion is something moving in any way. If I move forward 2 steps, that's 
motion. If I move backward 4 steps, that's motion. Yet I passed the origin I started 
in and when back 2 steps, which is negative. If I take 2 steps forward, I'm back to 
where I am started (JS).” 
Typically these examples were rooted in the physical world and drew upon examples from that. 
 
Responses in the category of speed (s) showed the most variation in descriptions 
expressed by the students. Some student examples described the mathematical calculation of 
speed to define motion, such as when a student wrote, “The speed and distance [of an] object 
over time... (NG-B6).” However, other times the term “speed” was used, but no reference as to 
what was meant by the term. This use of the buzzword with no further indication of 
understanding is highlighted in situations like the following: “Motion is going to a Point A to 
Point B in the same speed. The marble went down the ramp that counts as motion and stayed the 
same speed down the whole ramp (CJ).” This response was deemed to not show enough 




marble rolled down the ramp the speed would most certainly not be staying the same. Therefore, 
though this statement very clearly utilized the term for the category, that does not necessarily 
signify an understanding of the term for this category. 
Student responses categorized as velocity (v) had to show understanding of both speed 
and direction. Similarly to the speed category, use of the term “velocity” is not sufficient 
evidence that an understanding of velocity has been achieved. In order to show an understanding 
of velocity, students needed to show an understanding of speed, while also using the idea of 
directionality. For example, one student defined motion as, “the speed and distance of an object 
over time. Motion can be in any direction with any velocity except 0. The distance an object 
travels can be positive or negative according to where it's traveling (AP-B1).” The responses in 
this category talked more generally about the direction of motion than previously discussed 
student responses classified under the displacement (dx) concept. 
The most complex category required an understanding of changing speeds (ds). One 
student stated, “Motion is when something is in motion (moving) by gravity pulling it down. 
Uniform motion is constant pace the whole time. Non-uniform motion is when an object is 
moving at a speed that slows down or speeds up (EB).” Some of the responses pushed the 
upward limits of this concept and were very close to showing a complete understanding of 
accelerated motion, as seen in the following response: 
“Motion is the way that an object travels through space and time. An object is in 
motion when it is traveling in either a positive or negative direction. While in 
motion, an object can travel at a constant velocity, a velocity that is constantly 




Here we can see that the student identifies the differences between a constant velocity and a 
velocity that is getting faster or slower, specifically noting the way in which the velocity is 
changing i.e. constantly. The student also reveals evidence that an object can travel in the 
positive or negative direction but fails to identify that this is also tied to the direction of 
acceleration. One can also see the beginnings of Kranich‟s Speed Model in their reasoning of 
acceleration, with the terms faster and slower being tied to acceleration, while traveling seems to 
be more easily described with the positive/negative coordinate system. 
 
 
3.3 Student Examples of Directional Models 
 
To answer research question 2, on student understanding of directionality in terms of 
positive and negative numbers, I use the models for interpreting the directionality of velocity 
discussed in chapter 2. In this section, I discuss the embodied, proceptual, and formal worlds 
(Tall, 2004), the directional and speed models discussed by Kranich (2016), and a third scientific 
model that was developed to make sense of student responses after the CML, called the systemic 
model. This systemic model will be discussed further in Chapter 4. As with the discussion of 
motion in section 3.4, I use student responses to illustrate the different categories of each model. 
As will be discussed in chapter 4, the mathematical and the scientific models are not 
contradictory, and students‟ responses were analyzed in terms of both models. 
 
 
3.3.1 Examples of the Three Worlds 
 
The embodied world describes physical interpretations of the world and events. Answers 
that were categorized into this group grounded their justifications for the negative sign based on 




stick, as is seen when a student justified the negative velocity as, “Because we flipped the meter 
stick (CR).” Here we can see the student does not begin to mathematize the situation by either 
assigning values or variables to help code the motion and instead looks at the way the 
measurement tool was physically moved. 
The proceptual world is where the students begin the process of mathematizing the 
scenario. This may come in the form of explicit locational data being extracted from the marble’s 
journey, as is the case with a student saying, “Because we flipped the meter stick around so 
100cm to 1cm. Instead of 1cm-100cm so 100cm to 1cm is negative (JS).” Though there is an 
embodied act of flipping the meter stick, there is an additional component, namely that the 
student is starting to define the range for which the marble’s journey took place, and elaborates 
on the idea that reversing the range yields a negative quantity. A common element of this 
category was the idea of applying numerical values to the scenario and using those to attempt to 
justify the negative velocity. 
The formal world provided generalized statements about a process of an encoded piece of 
information. An example of a generalized statement is given by a student’s justification of the 
negative velocity as, “We always subtracted the smaller #'s by the bigger #'s (KC).” Here we can 
see this student describing in general how subtraction can yield a negative difference. The other 
form that these responses came in was generalized statements about directionality. A student 
justified the negative velocity as being because “the negative shows the direction the other way 
(MK).” Here we can see that the negative sign is now an encoded piece of information for the 




3.3.2 Examples of Speed and Distance Models 
 
Student responses that were classified with the directional model focused on the motion 
of the marble when describing its direction. These answers sometimes came in generalized 
statements that justified the negative velocity as occurring “Because it went the other way 
(MG).” Other student responses elaborated on this idea further by stating the velocity was 
negative “Because they went the opposite direction. The first went 1-100 and the second 100-1 
(SS).” This focus on a change in direction resulting in a negative quantity is the common element 
for the student responses in this category. 
The speed model equated a negative velocity with a slowing speed. Student responses in 
this category gave responses explaining the negative velocity by saying, “Because the speed at 
which it traveled from the last point was slower than the last data point (BY).” This justification 
of as being “slower” than the previous data point is the common element of this category. 
 
 
3.3.3 The Emergent Systemic Model 
 
The systemic model arose from the analysis when we saw that there was a large portion 
of student responses whose focus was not directed at the motion itself, but instead was rooted in 
the system around the motion. Often, student responses classified in this category focused their 
justifications on the orientation of the meter stick and not the motion of the marble. For example, 
one student stated that the velocity was negative because “the ruler was backwards (AG).” Other 
student responses began to focus on the numbers of the meter stick, but failed to begin to assign 
individual values and instead spoke broadly about the numbers. For example, one student 





3.3.4 Summary of Models of Directionality 
 
One can analyze student responses justifying the negative sign for the motion of the ball 
in trial 4 of the CML by looking at both their mathematical models, using Tall’s Three Worlds, 
and their scientific models, using Kranich’s scientific models, and adding the systemic model 
that emerged from the data. For example, the direction model given by MG, “because it went the 
other way”, can also be thought of as an embodied response, while the direction model given by 
JS can also be thought of as a proceptual response. In chapter 4, section 3, student responses will 





RESULTS AND DISCUSSION 
In this chapter I will answer research question 1 by discussing how students developed 
their conceptual understanding of motion from before to after the CML. I will also answer 
research question 2 by modeling how students justified the negative velocity. In both cases, I will 
use the frameworks described in the previous chapter. In this chapter, I will describe trends in 
student responses. In chapter 5, I will discuss broader answers to the research questions. 
 
 
4.1 Student Changes in Understanding Motion 
 
The conceptual framework of how motion is understood (see section 3.4) was used to 
code the different ways students answered the open-ended short answer question, “what is 
motion?” Prior to the CML, the students answered using primarily vague notions of motion: 
only twelve (16%) of the students extended their answers beyond undefined motion (um), 
relaying an idea of distance (x) or displacement (dx). 
Post-CML, a total of twenty-three students (33%) went beyond the initial goal of the 
CML by answering with an understanding of the vector nature of velocity (v). If we combine the 
students that answered with ideas of displacement (dx), speed (s), and velocity (v), then over half 
of the students (55%) gave responses that described motion as more than traveling a distance. 
To test the reliability of these results, another researcher categorized all student responses 
using the rubric provided in Figure 3.1. Prior to discussing our scoring, there was an interrater 
reliability (IRR) of 71%. After discussing each student response where we disagreed, we 





4.1.1 Student Responses Pre-CML 
 
The student responses prior to the CML were a very homogenous collection (see Fig. 
 
4.1). Sixty-eight students responded to both the initial and final question. (Students who did not 
respond to one of the two were not 
included in the analysis given in this 
chapter.) Fifty-six of the students (82%) 
responded with either incorrect ideas or 
a generalized, unrefined definition of 
motion. Eight students (12%) 
responded with a description of a 
distance traveled. Four students (4%) 
 
 
Figure 4.1. Conceptualization of Motion Pre-CML 
drew upon motion being a process of moving in a given direction. No students gave answers that 
showed evidence of more complex definitions of motion, such as those that described a 
combination of time and distance forming the concept of speed, or any further combination of 
the two concepts to describe accelerated motion. 
 
 
4.1.2 Student Responses Post-CML 
 
Post-CML data for these 68 students were more distributed among the categories (see 
Fig. 4.2). Thirteen of the responses (19%) gave unrefined definitions of motion. Nine students 
(13%) conveyed an understanding of motion to be a distance traveled. Six of the students (9%) 





The largest group of students was in the speed group. Seventeen of the students (25%) 
described motion as including both measures of distance and time, thus creating the concept of 
speed. Ten students (15%) achieved 
the goal of the activity and refined 
their idea of motion to include an 
understanding of velocity. The 
highest level of conceptual 
understanding that the students 
showed was an understanding of 
changes in speed with thirteen of the 
students (19%) giving such answers. 
 
 
4.2 Shifting Understanding of Motion 
 
Figure 4.2. Conceptualization of Motion Post-CML 
 
We gathered continuous data from 68 students from beginning to end and can more 
closely examine how the different initial conceptions might influence a student’s understanding 
of motion post-CML. In this section, we will discuss the development of students‟ conceptions of 
motion throughout the CML. In each case, we look at how students who gave a particular answer 
on the Pre-CML question, “what is motion?” answered this question on the Post-CML question. 
 
 
4.2.1 Pre-CML Responses Starting with Undefined Motion Responses Showed Growth 
 
Of the 68 students that participated in this question, 56 of them originally answered with 
an answer categorized as undefined motion. After the CML, 30% of this group achieved the 




themselves just shy of the desired goal and gave answers that might respond to a reinforcing 
activity before further instruction. A further 5% of the students developed an understanding of 
the vector nature of a displacement but did not give any information about speed or velocity 
when elaborating on their interpretation of motion. There were 15% who made the incremental 
increase in the framework to expressing ideas of moving across a given distance, but 19% of this 
group showed no gains in their understanding of the concept of motion. Below, we provide 
examples of the three most common 
categories of student responses after 
the CML activity. 
The most common jump from 
undefined motion was to the 
description of speed. Some initial 
definitions contained just a list of 
words that the student thought of 
Figure 4.3. Conceptual Model Accessed Post-CML 
when Starting with Undefined Motion 
when hearing the term motion, such as in this student’s first response, “Cars moving, running, 
flying, planes, walking (NG-B6).” This student went on to refine their definition of motion to be, 
“The speed and distance object over time, not mattering if it is uniform pace (NG-B6).” In this 
instance, the student‟s language became more robust with the inclusion of specific measures to 
discuss motion. For another student, their first example was a clear case of an undefined motion 
response, stating, “movement (AW).” This student went on to refine their definition of motion to 
be “If you are faster you will get somewhere in a less amount of time. That means that. Distance 
and Time (AW).” Here we can see an invocation of distance and time, and an understanding that 




The second most common pre-post pairing starting from an understanding of undefined 
motion was that of no change. Though the response classification did not change, the answers 
provided were consistently more complex than the initial definition, if not filled with vague 
notions and misconceptions. Many times motion was referred to as the causation of movement, 
such as with one student who initially stated that motion was “Moving, parts of your body 
working together so you can move, walking, running, basic movement (PT),” but later refined 
their definition to be “Motion is what pushes an object. Motion can be forcefully made to. It's the 
process of being moved (PT).” Other responses were typically summative of the activity as is the 
case with a student who initially stated that motion was, “Something moving (JJ)” and refined 
their definition of motion to be, “We put a marble down a track and it went. (JJ)” As is the case 
with all of these answers, there was no further indication of the particular ways objects move or 
how the marble “went.” For these students, in contrast to those who answered either with speed 
(s) or velocity (v) responses, there was little evidence of growth in their understanding of motion. 
 
The jump to showing an understanding of changes in speed was the third most likely 
outcome for this group. Students such as MH initially stated that motion was “moving, 
movement (MH)” and would go on to define motion as, “Motion is when something is moving 
constant/not constant speed. Motion is when something moves like from point a to b or b to a. 
Motion moves at a constant or goes faster or slower or goes in between. (MH)” In this case, and 
many others, the contrasting language of “faster or slower” was an indicator of potential 
understanding that speeds can change, which is important to understanding an object‟s motion. 
Other students took the chance to refine their definition to mainly focus on how something 
moves. One student initially defined motion as “Something moving? (SP-2)” and would go on to 




marble when going down the track sped up. It is the velocity of an object - objects speed up 




4.2.2 Pre-CML Responses Starting with Distance Showed Great Improvement 
 
Of the 68 students, eight started with a response categorized as “distance (x).” All 
improved their understanding of motion. On their post-CML responses, 25% of the students 
refined their knowledge of the distance traveled and developed it further to an account of speed. 
Another 25% of the students 
successfully achieved the desired 
outcome of expressing an 
understanding of velocity, and 
38% of the students extended their 
knowledge beyond this level and 
showed evidence of a working 
knowledge of changes in speed. 
 
The most common change 
that occurred on the post-CML 
 
Figure 4.4. Conceptual Model Accessed Post-CML 
when Starting with Distance 
question was for a student to answer in terms of speed. As with the students that started with 
undefined motion, the terms faster and slower are again prominent. One student initially 
conceived of motion as, “An object that is moved from its original place. A object in motion 




“When something is moving and it either goes to the positive side or the negative 
side. I noticed that the ball moved faster when the ball was almost to the end of 
the ramp. it started off slow. The experiment taught me how motion can be 
somewhat calculated and how to find data for that certain motion. Also, 
sometimes the motion can come to be a proportional relationship (BC).” 
This student’s usage of the term “faster” also included a contextual example from the CML by 
stating that the ball moved faster when it was at the ramp’s end. The use of the terms faster and 
slower was highlighted in another student’s response. Initially, their definition of motion was 
simply “an object or idea that travels across space and/or time (AP-B2).” In this instance, we see 
some of the fundamental concepts that would be important when describing how an object 
moves and could be an indicator of the potential to develop further understanding more easily 
than others. Their post-CML definition of motion became 
“Motion is the way that an object travels through space and time. An object is in 
motion when it is traveling in either a positive or negative direction. While in 
motion, an object can travel at a constant velocity, a velocity that is constantly 
getting faster, and a velocity that is getting slower (AP-B2).” 
Again the usage of the terms faster and slower, in conjunction with the dynamic language of a 
velocity getting faster, or a velocity that is getting slower, shows an understanding that velocity 
is not always a constant quantity. Furthermore, there is a strong indication of an understanding of 
the importance of directionality. Still, the answer does not show evidence that directionality is 




The change from the category “distance (x)” to that of “speed (s)” and “velocity (v)” 
were equally as likely. The two students whose answers could be categorized as velocity both 
gave a definition that interpreted the CML event. One stated that 
“Motion is when something is moving and not staying in place. Like when you 
have a marble rolling down the ramp it is not staying in place it is moving down 
the ramp it is also the direction that its going and has a constant of 
proportionality… (EW)” 
Similarly, the two students that defined motion creating a description of speed both based their 
definitions around an interpretation of the CML events, without the stipulation of a direction. 
One stated that, “Motion is many things. One thing it is is when the ball picked up speed by 
going but going up the ramp it didn't want to. It also is moving from A to B in a certain amount 
of time…(NC).” 
 
4.2.3 Pre-CML Responses with Displacement Had Varied Responses 
 
The final group of students, and by far the smallest, included four students that initially 
expressed an understanding of displacement (dx). Of these four students, two included the idea of 
speed, while the other two answered with undefined motion on the Post-CML question. 
Both students whose reasoning changed to the use of vague, undefined terms when 
describing motion were fairly similar, indicating an importance to the directionality of motion. 
Pre-CML, one student defined motion as “something that makes a thing go up and down (AC).” 
The misconception that motion is the mechanism causing the motion is present, but so is the 
importance of motion direction, and a sample vertical coordinate system is defined. This 
student’s post-CML response came in the form of “Motion is that motiving and it is a change. 




is the defined coordinate system, and the misconception that motion is the mechanism that 
causes things to move has fully taken root with the statement “motion can move stuff.” This 
misconception was mirrored in student MG‟s response as well. 
The other answer that students gave involved the concept of speed. One student showed 
the development of this group. Their initial definition for the term motion was “anything that is 
moving around or going in a direction (LH).” This was later developed into: 
“Motion can sometimes be in a constant pace or differ. If it is uniform motion 
then you can predict where the object will be. Something that isn't uniform 
motion wouldn't be moving at a constant pace. Motion can still be at different 
speeds but is always moving (LH).” 
Here we can see the understanding that objects can travel at different speeds, however, there is 
not an indication as to how speeds can change from one to another. Interestingly enough, in both 
student responses post-CML, the importance of direction has fallen away. It seems that in the 




4.2.4 Buzzwords and Their Impact on Interpretation 
 
There were five instances that occurred during the course of measuring the inter-rater 
reliability where we agreed to disagree on the classification of a student’s response. The majority 
of these disagreements revolved around using what I will refer to as buzzwords, a topic first 
discussed in section 3.4. 
The most common buzzword that caused disagreement was the term pace. The most 
straightforward example was of a student stating, “Something moving at a constant pace (J).” In 




undefined motion or understanding of speed. Likewise, a more complex use of the term pace 
 
came from a student who answered, 
 
“Motion can sometimes be at a constant pace or differ. If it is uniform motion 
then you can predict where the object will be. Something that isn't uniform 
motion wouldn't be moving at a constant pace. Motion can still be at different 
speeds but is always moving (LH).” 
In this instance, the contention was whether this answer showed an understanding of speed or 
change in speed. On the one hand, it could be argued that the use of the term pace is too vague to 
the reader and does not reveal enough as to what is meant by pace. However, the term pace here, 
in conjunction with the term constant, reveals some understanding if thought about 
kinesthetically. The Cambridge Dictionary defines the term „pace‟ is the “the speed at which 
someone or something moves, or with which something happens or changes (Walter, 2020).” 
Student use of these terms should be put in the context of classroom discussion. Examples of 
motion discussed during the lecture portions of class involved walking along a number line in the 
room. The science teacher used pace as an example of how we use speeds without knowing it. In 
cases like this, where the interpretation of the student’s response seems so hinged on the usage of 
a complex term, follow-up questions would be needed to gauge the student’s understanding more 
fully. 
The second buzzword about which there was disagreement was the usage of the term 
“going.” This term was of particular importance when one student stated, “something going in a 
certain direction (CM).” This statement was determined to either show an understanding of 
displacement or that of undefined motion. Very clearly, the importance of direction in this 




traveled. One could easily argue that there is no clear indication that an understanding of moving 
from one point to another is present. However, “something going” certainly seems to imply an 
idea of moving as “something going in a direction” would not be expected not to move. 
The third example of a buzzword causing confusion came with the term “over.” The term 
over was used in several ways. One student defined motion as, “motion is how fast something is 
going but it also depends on the height it started at and how steep the thing is. It also depends on 
distance over time (HG).” In this instance the term “over” could either be a reference to the 
distance covered over the course of the time interval that the student is referring to, or it could be 
indicative of a mathematical operation and used synonymously with the term “divided by,” i.e., 
distance divided by time. 
In all three examples, the entire response’s language is necessary to gauge appropriately 
what the student understands. The use of these buzzwords is not a direct indication of how to 
classify a student’s response but rather a guide to where their thinking may be going. Without 
additional information, it was not possible to characterize these students into existing categories. 
 
 
4.3 Interpreting Negative Velocities 
 
To answer research question 2, we used a Post-CML question to probe the nature of the 
negative velocity that was calculated in the third trial, “Why do you think the velocity in the third 
trial was negative?” 
Seventeen of the students (25%) answered the question based off of the third trial of the 
introductory problems, Lin’s Journey as showing in Table 2.1, instead of the third trial of the 
marble rolling across the horizontal track. This problem set mirrored the trials in the data 




are different, both sets of answers attempt to justify the same phenomena and serve to provide a 
broader example set of how students reason about the directionality of motion. 
Every student answer was classified in one of the Three Worlds of Mathematics, as 
described in sections 2.5.1 and 3.3.1, and one of three different scientific models of reasoning, as 
outlined in sections 2.5.2, 3.3.2, and 3.3.3. In this section we will analyze those student 




Table 4.1 places each of the Three World of Mathematics across the top of the table, one 
for each column, and the different scientific models along the rows of the table. The numbers at 
the far right and bottom of the table describe the total number of students that used each model, 
while the inner numbers show a breakdown where each response has been classified by both a 
mathematical model and a scientific model. 
 
 
4.3.1 Describing Student Responses with both Embodied and Systemic Models 
 
The use of the embodied world and the systemic model was identified in 18 responses. 
 
The majority of these statements revolved around the orientation of the meter stick, as when one 




object outside of the motion, very prominently classifying this answer as a systemic model use, 
and does not show any form of mathematization, precluding the classification as proceptual or 
formal. 
Other answers described a vague orientation of the numbers on the meter stick, as seen 
with the response, “because the numbers are going backwards/the wrong way (CM).” This 
description of the direction as being backwards lacked a connection to the motion, thus 
excluding it from being classified under the directional model. Like with KC‟s response, the 
student did not represent the situation numerically or reason about it mathematically, which 
would leave the response as an example of the embodied world and not the proceptual world. 
Those students who answered about Lin’s Journey, rather than the motion of the reverse- 
direction ball, justified the negative as being “Lin started at a different place (WK).” In this 
example the student heavily relied on the starting point of Lin’s Journey and not necessarily on 
the motion itself. Again, we see the student not assigning numerical values or reasoning 
mathematically about the situation, which is common for this group, and places the emphasis on 
an embodied approach. 
 
 
4.3.2 Describing Student Responses with both Embodied and Directional Models 
 
The most common classification of student responses placed their answers into the 
embodied world and the directional model, with 28 student answers. The majority of these 
answers justified the negative velocity as being due to the fact that the object was going the other 
way, as seen in one answer, “because it was going the other way (CG).” In this situation it can be 
seen that the student has shifted their focus from the system around the motion and to the motion 




mathematization of the scenario, thus holding it firmly in the embodied world. Students that used 
this combination of models to answer based on Lin’s Journey described the motion as “Because 
Lin was walking backwards (EY).” This statement again lacks the mathematization necessary to 
allow it to be classified as anything other than the embodied world. The use of the word 
“backwards” here is an indication that the student is equating the idea of walking backwards to 
having a negative velocity. It could be argued in this case that the response was actually 
describing the orientation of Lin as she was walking, but we interpreted the term backwards as 
being a comparison to how the others walked forward from the ticket booth to the bumper cars. 
Much like CG‟s response, the answers focus has shifted from the system around the motion to 
the motion itself. 
 
 
4.3.3 Describing Student Responses with both Directional and Proceptual Models 
 
Eight student responses started the process of mathematizing the scenario in their 
justifications for the negative velocity. Some student responses came in the form of “Because we 
flipped the meter stick around so 100cm to 1cm. Instead of 1cm-100cm so 100cm to 1cm is 
negative (HH).” This student justified their reasoning based on the explicit range of 1-100, as 
opposed to a vague description of the numbers on the ruler. This response started the process of 
mathematizing the scenario and which pulled the classification from the embodied world and 
placed it into the proceptual world. The final statement “...so 100cm to 1cm is negative” is 
starting to relay an understanding of directionality based on the mathematization, thus classifying 
it as using the directional model. 
There were no student responses in this overlap that described Lin’s Journey, though time 




numbers went 0m to 50m, but Lin’s went 50m to 0m so that is negative.” In this statement, the 
range mathematization of the scenario is used as a justification for the negative, classifying the 
answer in the proceptual world, while the generalization that reversing the range is the 
justification for the negative sign demonstrates a use of the directional model. 
 
 
4.3.4 Describing Student Responses with both Systemic and Proceptual Models 
 
Three student responses can be understood as a combination of the systemic and 
proceptual models. The common theme to these answers is that though the students began to 
mathematize the scenario, they never connected their reasoning to the motion. Instead, these 
answers attributed to the negative velocity as being due to a result of some systemic property. 
This is seen when a student stated, “Because the # started at 100 and not zero, ruler flipped 
(ML).” In this situation the student is justifying the negative because of the change in the starting 
location along the ruler, specifically at the 100 [cm] mark, thus classifying the response in the 
proceptual world. Meanwhile the focus on the system around the motion, in this case the ruler, 
and not the motion itself signifies that the response should be classified as using the systemic 
model. 
This type of answer was also seen, though slightly differently, when a student wrote 
“because the ruler was backwards and each .06 decreased the amount (NG-B4).” The “.06” that 
the student refers to is the time interval of two frames in the video of the motion (see Table 2.2) 
and we can see that this student is starting to compare the location across subsequent time 




4.3.5 The Formal World Split Between the Systemic and Directional Models 
 
Nine responses showed evidence of formalizing their interpretation of the negative sign 
in one of two ways. Four of these responses answered with a generalized statement about the 
process of producing a negative number from a subtraction statement. Answers like “Because the 
number you subtracted was bigger than the # we subtracted from (SP-2),” showed such 
reasoning. 
The other five responses described a formalized understanding of a vector quantity 
imparting two pieces of information with it. Students response such as “Because we turned the 
track around so it was going in the negative direction (LH),” reasoned that the direction of 
velocity had flipped with the track, a systemic statement, and was now in the negative direction, 
a formal statement about coordinate systems and the idea of a free vector. 
 
 
4.3.6 Evidence of the Speed Model Being Used with Velocity 
 
In 2016 Kranich identified the Speed model being utilized by teachers as a means 
of justifying the positive/negative nature of acceleration. Those that utilized the speed model 
indicated that a positive acceleration meant that an object would be speeding up and a negative 
acceleration was indicative of an object slowing down – statements that can be but must not be 
true. For example, an object moving in the negative direction and speeding up would have a 
negative acceleration because it was moving ever faster in the negative direction. 
The speed model, as applied to velocity, only showed up in two student responses that 
were identical. Both students justified the negative velocity as being “because the speed at which 
it traveled from the last point was slower than the last data point (LM and BY).” These words 




speed model, and the students showed evidence of mathematizing the situation by discussing the 
speed of the marble and comparing it across multiple time intervals. As discussed in chapter 5 in 
the context of work by Brahmia et al., these answers may indicate an incorrect interpretation of 
the negative sign under the nature of Change, and more specifically the Removal Operator 
(Brahmia et al., 2020). The nature of a change occurs when the negative sign serves as an 
indicator of a decrease in quantity, as in this situation the student responses attribute the 




4.4 No Evidence of Connection Between Motion and Directionality Questions 
 
Due to the closely related natures of our two research questions, we found ourselves with 
multiple measures of students‟ understanding of issues related to motion and had the opportunity 
to see how motion and negativity are related. We created a table (see Table 4.2) in which we 
compared the 56 student responses that had answers to both questions. We were unable to 
observe a trend. The spread across each row and column shows us that though our research has 
gained much insight on individual issues, there is still a lot more to be understood. Some students 
were able to express complex statements about motion indicating a rich understanding, yet 
showed very rudimentary understanding of directionality. Other students showed a formal 








Table 4.2. Comparing the Conceptual Framework to the Directional 






In this chapter I provided evidence to help answer the two research questions by 
analyzing student responses after they were asked, “what is motion?” and, “why do you think the 
velocity in the third trial was negative?” 
Student responses to the first question, “what is motion,” were categorized into the 
framework proposed in section 3.4. We were able to describe the way in which student responses 
compared pre-CML and post-CML. We examined how student responses evolved and the ways 
in which similarities arose between different student responses. For the most part, students‟ ideas 
about motion stayed the same or improved, with substantial growth shown for some students. 
Second, we analyzed student responses justifying the presence of the negative sign with 
the calculated velocity of the third trial. We were able to classify each student response in terms 
of mathematical models and scientific models of thinking about negativity. We examined 
similarities and differences between student responses in different categories and were able to 











The purpose of this thesis was to study whether an activity taught within two disciplines 
could help students connect elements of reasoning with which they usually struggle. We have 
posed two research questions to investigate how Middle School students talk about and justify 
descriptions of motion, as well as justified the negativity of velocity for a particular situation. In 
this chapter, we discuss the results of our analysis and extend our reflections to discuss 
implications for instruction and for future research. 
 
 
5.1 Motion at the Middle School Level 
 
The first research question for this study was, “to what extent do the students develop 
their definition of motion over the course of the coordinated motion lab?” To answer this 
question, we developed a framework that describes the many concepts needed to understand 
accelerated motion. In the context of a Coordinated Motion Lab (CML) activity, students were 
asked an open-ended question, “what is motion?” Answers to this question were analyzed using 
a framework created to illustrate how students might develop their understanding of uniformly 
accelerated motion. 
Importantly, the framework is not linear and many developmental paths are possible. The 
data were not able to show any developmental paths, relying on only two data points to explore 
how students‟ answers changed from before to after the CML. Using the framework, we were 
successfully able to classify all 136 student definitions of motion. We were able to develop 





Using these criteria, we were able to explore the ways in which specific student responses 
on the pre-CML question changed on the post-CML questions. These results are given in chapter 
4. In general, we observed that nearly all students either stayed the same or gave more advanced 
answers after the CML. Students showed gains in their definitions of motion. Before instruction, 
most talked about motion in an undefined manner, and none used the target idea of velocity in 
their answers. After the CML, 34% of the students reached the learning target of at least 
displaying an understanding of velocity. However, the inverse is also true, meaning that 66% of 
the students did not develop an understanding of velocity and may still struggle when confronted 
with understanding velocity when the concept of acceleration is introduced in discussions of 
Newton‟s Second Law. 
At times there were clear misconceptions identified in student definitions of motion. 
Some students attributed motion as the causal mechanism for movement to occur. This might 
have arisen due to the lack of discussion about forces and might have been avoided if we had 
included a cursory discussion of forces at the start of the CML. 
When teaching while guided by a culture of evidence, it is important to have actionable 
results that can be used to improve teaching. The teaching of motion at the middle school level is 
something that is worthy of closer deliberate attention from both math and science teachers. The 
criteria developed for the framework for understanding motion, and the student examples for 
each criteria, can serve as resources for teachers in the classroom, helping them diagnose what 
they are hearing their students say. Furthermore, we also identified terms that teachers should be 
wary of when used by students, such as pace, going, and over. All three terms are appropriate 




example, they should be asked to illustrate how something is going, or should attempt to be more 
specific about what measures are being discussed when talking about pace. 
Throughout this study, we discussed many different ways that students at the middle 
school level talk about motion, from undefined notions of motion to sophisticated and complex 
definitions of motion. This, when combined with the framework, equips the teacher well to 
observe and also address any missing pieces in a student’s understanding of motion. If the 
teacher is able to accurately assess that a student has a solid understanding of distance and 
displacement, but is not showing evidence of any higher conceptual understanding then the 
teacher may use some of the vocabularies that we identified to help scaffold that students 
understanding through the deliberate use of more relatable terms that were identified in our speed 
group such as faster/slower or distance over time. 
 
 
5.2 The Two Conceptual Progressions for Negative Velocity 
 
The second research question for this study was, “How do students engage with the 
concept of negative velocity after the coordinated motion lab?” To investigate this, we used a 
question from the post-CML activity, asking student to explain the negative velocity for a trial in 
which a ball was rolled in the opposite direction from before, but the ruler used to measure its 
position was not changed. To analyze the results, student answers were analyzed according to the 
mathematical model of Tall’s Three Worlds, looking at embodied, proceptual, and formal ways 
of describing the situation. In addition, student answers were analyzed according to the expanded 
scientific model first discussed by Kranich in the context of accelerated motion, looking at 
directional and speed models in the context of velocity. Because these two categories did not 




reason for the negative value was that the system had changed, not the object traveling through 
the system. 
Using these two frameworks, we found that most students used an embodied model for 
understanding the situation. Of these students (about 2/3 of the whole), roughly 40% used a 
systemic model, and 60% used a directional model. Thus, the directional embodied model was 
the one most commonly used by students in this study. 
As these results of student interpretations of the negative velocity were analyzed, there 
seemed to be two paths that a student could get take, though it is possible that students jumped 
back and forth between these paths, resulting in two different descriptions of the nature of 
negativity arising. To understand these two descriptions, we explored research that had not 
influenced our study and was published while the CML was being developed and taught. This 
work by Brahmia et al. can be used to explore how the results of this study compare to work 
done by others, in other areas (and age groups) of physics instruction. 
 
 
5.2.1 The Nature of Negativity 
 
Brahmia et al. (2020) recently published some work on the nature of negativity in 
introductory physics (NoNIP) and though much of our analysis had already been completed, we 
still wished to draw connections between their work and ours. They outlined four different ways 
of thinking about negativity in physics, namely as direction, opposition, change, or a compound 
of ideas. The direction category is defined by the use of the negatives in terms of vector 
quantities such as location, direction of motion, and other vector quantities. The category of 
direction is also expanded to include above/below references, such as temperature where zero is 




negative sign to indicate an opposite direction or relationship, and encompasses quantities like 
opposing charges and force-pairs in Newton’s Third Law. The change category is both the sign 
of the change of a quantity and an operator that signifies a change in a quantity. The change 
category is made up of concepts like changes in energy, along with two operators, removal and 
differences. The final category is the compound category. This category arises when a negative 
signs use spans more than one of the previous three categories. Examples of these are given in 
Figure 5.1. 
Figure 5.1. Preliminary map of the natures of negativity in introductory physics 





5.2.2 The Systemic Locked Model 
 
Student responses in this category in general contained a focus on the location data 
(Brahmia et al., 2020), or the computations that utilized that data, as the reason for justifying the 
negative velocity. Examples of student responses are given in Table 5.1. One can imagine a 
progression of student responses from embodied to proceptual to formal in student responses. 
Most of the student responses fell into the embodied world, paired either with the 
systemic or the directional model. The embodied/systemic overlap consisted of student responses 




4.3.1. These student responses started the mathematizing of the scenario when we stepped into 
the systemic/proceptual overlap, while still keeping the descriptions focused on the system and 
not necessarily on the motion, as described in section 4.3.4. Finally, this path is formalized in the 
systemic/formal overlap. This learning path formalized itself into generalized statements of how 




5.2.3 The Directional Locked Model 
 
The second conceptual evolution that may be occurring in the data was description of the 
direction of motion where the sign indicates the direction of motion. Examples of student 
responses are given in Table 5.2. Again, one can imagine a progression of student responses 
from embodied to proceptual to formal in student responses. 
The conceptual evolution in this possible progression might start in the 
embodied/systemic overlap, but at some point makes a shift to the embodied/directional overlap. 
This shifts the focus of the descriptions from the system around the motion, to the motion itself. 
This path then refines and starts to mathematize the scenario by describing the overlying 
coordinate system in the proceptual/directional overlap. Finally, this is formalized with the 
directional/formal overlap, when students start to convey an understanding that the negative sign 




This concept is outlined by Brahmia et al. under the Direction category, and more specifically 
the Direction of motion, which is “typically used for a vector component, where sign indicates 
direction of motion relative to a coordinate system” (Brahmia et al., 2020). 
 
In sum, the results from this study can be analyzed using a possible progression of ideas 
from Brahmia et al. (2020) which were not part of the analysis framework of this study as it was 
designed and carried out. This result suggests that the results of this study, including the 
framework used to analyze student responses, gave a useful picture of student thinking in this 




5.3 The Coordinated Motion Lab 
 
The Coordinated Motion Lab was created to serve as an activity to introduce the students 
to the concept of vector quantities in the context of motion. The goal of the CML was to help 
students develop an understanding of velocity, in the simplest of situations namely, uniform 
motion. The CML was designed to take the topic of proportional relationships and extend that 
knowledge into an understanding of how we can describe motion. 
The majority of students made forward progress on their path to understanding uniform 
motion, with about 1/3 of the students reaching or surpassing that goal. One quarter of the 




Furthermore, 22% of the students neglected to make mention of time in their responses and 19% 
of students did not change their answers. There is room for improvement. 
Several revisions are possible. One revision would attempt to solve the problem of 
students doing too much at once, during the activity, including that they are possibly cognitively 
overloaded from digesting new information and restructuring previous knowledge. Towards the 
end of the day, as we approached the fourth hour of work on the CML the students‟ energy levels 
had significantly decreased from when they started. The first fix would be to teach the CML over 
multiple days. If taught for three days, for example, each day would allow for one of the time 
chunks outlined in section 2.4. 
A different recommendation would be to have the science and math teachers both 
incorporate this activity into their curriculum and teach it in both settings. In such an event, the 
CML could be run in four normally scheduled class periods. This would have the added benefit 
that the class sizes could be reduced to normal sizes of around 20-25 students, instead of the 40- 
50 student class sizes that occurred during this study. This would also allow for some built-in 
flexibility and give the kids an extra day to gather good data. Ideally, day 1 class period 1 would 
be the pre-teaching event, and day 1 class period 2 would be the first round of lab setup and data 
collection. Day 2 class period 1 would be further data collection. Day 2 class period 2 could 
either be time for students to answer the summarizing questions or answer the questions along 
with writing up a simple lab report. This lab report could be a formative assessment piece for 





5.4 Reevaluating Motion in the NGSS 
 
In the course of doing this study, it became apparent that there was a potential flaw in the 
way the NGSS develops the concept of motion. In chapter two, I outlined several studies that 
have identified student difficulties with motion in high school and college-level students. 
Problematically, a nearly full understanding of motion is expected to be taught during middle 
school and retained by middle school students. The results of this study show the difficulties 
students have with these ideas at this age. We have shown that students‟ understanding of motion 
at the middle school level tends to be incomplete. Furthermore, they struggle with interpreting 
the directionality of velocity, which could lead to difficulties with understanding the 
directionality of acceleration. Given the results of this study, we believe that it is inappropriate to 
ask middle school students to understand Newton’s Second Law, as written in the NGSS. More 
time could be spent on building the constituent ideas that would allow students to understand the 
mathematization of motion in middle school, leaving the mathematizing of acceleration to the 





The complexity of motion cannot be overstated. During the mathematization of motion, 
science and mathematics classrooms share overlapping content. The science classroom has been 
developing the concept of motion as early as kindergarten, but the mathematization of this 
understanding doesn’t officially start to happen until middle school. However, it is at this point 





Our focus in this study has been primarily on the way in which students define, describe, 
and talk about motion. It was from this perspective that we were able to create a framework for 
which student responses can be classified under specific categories that help make up the greater 
umbrella of understanding of motion. We were also able to more closely examine how students 
interpreted the negativity of a velocity that they calculated. From these results we were able to 
suggest two primary natures of negativity that students relied upon in order to justify the 
negative velocity, location and direction. Both analyses gave us a greater understanding of how 
students conceptualize and reason about motion, while also identifying misconceptions and 
difficulties. Further research will be needed in order to expand this insight gained to include a 
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APPENDIX A: THE COORDINATED MOTION LAB 
Name:    Group #:    Date:    
 
Motion and How Do We Describe It? 
Learning Targets: 
● I will be able to identify uniform 
● I will be able to calculate the speed and velocity of a uniformly moving object. 
 
Part 1. Describing Motion 
In this activity, we will be discovering the ways in which mathematicians and scientists talk 
about motion. In order for us to be able to talk about motion, we first need to introduce you to 
some of the notation that gets used. 
 
 













Let‟s look back at an activity that we did previously in Math Class. Tyler went from the ticket 
booth to the bumper cars. The table below describes his journey. 
 
 





   
 
   
Interval 1 20s 25m        
  
Interval 2 
   
Interval 3 
   
 
Example calculations for Interval 1: 
 
Elapsed Time Ex: Displacement Ex: Speed Ex: 
   
   
                               
   
 










3. Little did we know, Tyler had two friends with him and their journeys are represented in the 














































Part IV. Setting up the Experiment 
 
Materials 
● Meter stick • ~10cm of tape 
● U shaped track - 1 piece • 2-3 books 
● V shaped track - 1 piece • 1 laptop with iMovie installed 
 
Step 1. Setting up the track. 




- Place a small piece of tape under the v-shaped track in order to make it stick to 
the u-shaped track. 
- You may use books instead of the stapler pictured above to get the ramp at the 
correct angle. 
- Place the 0cm mark of the meter stick at the base of the ramp. 
 
2. Using a piece of tape, mark where the ramp is 10cm, 8cm, and 6cm off of the table. 
75 
 
Step 2. Setting up the computer 
1. Open Photobooth on the laptop and aim the camera at the track such that you get an 
image like in Figure 1. 
 
 
2. In photobooth, select the video 
icon as 







































Part V. The 8cm drop 
Step 1. Get the marble ready to drop from the 8cm mark. 
Step 2. Start the recording on the laptop. 
Step 3. Release the marble down the ramp. 
Step 4. Stop video recording. 
































Next page is a blank work page 










Part VI. The 10cm Drop 
Step 1. Turn the track around so that the meter stick starts at 100cm starting at the bottom 
of the ramp. 
 
Step 2. Repeat previous steps for the 8cm drop, but this time from 10cm off the top. 
 




Part VII. Questions 







2.  Explain if either of these runs showed evidence of uniform motion. Explain what 







































Student Response Conception 
AB Motion is movement. Action is movement and motion. um 
AC Motion is something that makes a thing go up and down. um 
AG SOmething that isn't staying still. Motion is moving, like dance. um 
AM When I hear the word motion I think of movement. um 
AP-B1 Movement. How something is moving. um 
AP-B2 An object or idea that travers across space and/or time. x 
AP-G1 It's something that's moving. Action = opposite reaction. um 
AS When you're walking and running. In opposite directions. um 
AW Movement. um 
 
BC 
An object that is moved from its original place. A object in motion 
stays in motion. 
 
x 
BE Moving um 
BO Movement, falling, throwing um 
 
BY 
Motion means something moving, when something moves, it goes 









When you throw something it's called motion. When something is 
thrown with a force. 
um 
CG Motion is when something gets moved. um 
CJ Motion I think is something moving. um 
CJ I think motion is when something is moving. um 
CM 
I something is moving it wont stop until something gets in its way. 
Something going a certain direction. 
dx 
CP Moving your body or object. um 
CR Moving, run, walk, jog, play um 
CR Something moving. um 
CS I think motion is about the movement of something. um 





DD Moving, walk, run, jog, being pushed. um 
DF Physics, acceleration, movement. um 
DM Any form of movement from an object. Movement. um 
DN 
Movement I think of how much mass and volume and how to speed 
it up and slow it down or stop i think. 
ds 
DP Movement of an object. um 
DT Rotation, speed,velocity, weight, gravity, the process of movement. um 
EB 
I think motion is the way something moves. Walking, jumping, 
everyday. Movements, gravity, dropping, 
um 
EB Something that is moving or changing. Speed, moving um 
EC The way things move at a certain speed. um 
EC 
A moving action, we motion things something with our hands, 
bodies. 
um 
EK An object moving. Fast. um 
EW Things moving and not staying in one place. x 
EY 
The speed and velocity of a moving object. How an object moves. 
Add in - I will see how fast the motion of the birds wings are going. 
um 
GD The movement of any object/molecules. Gravity/water movement. um 
HB 
A type of movement or something that moves/something that can 
move. 
um 
HC [erased and covered with def'n that I gave] um 
HG A object that is moving through empty space. um 
HH Movement and how stuf moves. um 
HS Speed, length, weight of an object. um 
IG Anything that is moving or anything that's changing um 
J? Some thing moving at a constant pace. um 
JC MOvement, when you motion someone to move? um 
JJ Something moving. um 
JS I think motion is when something travels at a certain speed. um 
JS 
Movent like a car is in motion so it's rolling or moving. motion = 
moving. 
um 
JW When something moves. um 
KC Movement, gravity, rotation, friction. um 





LH Anything that is moving around or going in a direction. dx 
LM Moving, speed, going somewhere, how fast x 
LN 
When I think of motion, something that comes to mind is 




I think motion means something that is moving, like a train or if I 
said, "This thing is in motion!" Or it's when something is constantly 




Motion is something that moves like a car moving down the road. 
Or like the speed. 
x 
MG Forwards, backwards, an act has been put in "motion", movement dx 
MH Moving, movement. um 
MK How things move around, speed, rotation um 
ML Something moving. um 
MP Inertia, gravit, force, down, rollercoaster um 
MT MOvement. Ex walking, rolling, running, cars, muscles. um 
NC Your moving, playing outside and running. Your atoms moving. x 
NC 
It is when an object moves from point A to point B but it is only 
stops when something stops it. 
um 
NG-B4 The way things move through the world. um 
NG-B6 Cars moving, running, flying, planes, walking. um 
NG-G Something moving. um 
NJ When an object is moving. um 
NM Motion is a force or action that takes energy to do. um 
OF 








Moving, parts of your body working together so you can move, 
walking, running, basic movement 
um 
SC A person, place, or thing that is moving. um 
SM Movement um 
SP-1 The rate or speed and how far something goes. um 
SP-2 Anything moving? um 






When something is moving for example a car goes 2 miles to get 
from Point A to Point B. 
x 
TH 
MOvement, people moving, vehicles moving, nature moving, 
pretty much anything. Sort of like a campaign - civil rights. 
um 









Student Response PC Score 
 
AB 
Motion is the process of movement, motion can be negative or 
positive. Motion is action it's all around us every time you move its 
motion, uniform motion is part of motion too, depends on speed, and 




Motion is that motiving and it is a change. We learn motion and it 





It doesn't go at a constant speed. There is uniform motion, which is 
predictable. The distance plays a big role in motion, so does time and 
position and speed. And perspective, which can be changed when 
you move. Motion is almost never proportional, which is why when 




AM Stays moving. um 
 
AP-B1 
Motion is the speed and distance of an object over time. Motion can 
be in any direction with any velocity except 0. The distance an object 






Motion is the way that an object travels through space and time. An 
object is in motion when it is traveling in either a positive or negative 
direction. While in motion, an object can travel at a constant velocity, 







...is when something moves. Like when you take a hike. When 





If you are faster you will get somewhere in a less amount of time. 





When something is moving and it either goes to the positive side or 
the negative side. I noticed that the ball moved faster when the ball 
was almost to the end of the ramp. it started off slow. The experiment 
taught me how motion can be somewhat calculated and how to find 
data for that certain motion. Also, sometimes the motion can come to 






Motion is anything that is moving or being moved. When the marble 
was put on the track it went different distance in the same amount 




Movement of a thing or object, often counting speed and time. Height 






 motion.  
BY [nothing] um 
 
CA 
The way something travels. I can travel at a uniformed pace, or it can 
speed up if it's going down a slope cause of the steepness. I learned 





It's when something changes speed, changes position, and location. 
Say your friend was standing right here and then moved over to this 




CG Its something that moves it to different directions and different speeds. v 
 
CJ 
Motion is going to a Point A to Point B in the same speed. The marble 
went down the ramp that counts as motion and stayed the same speed 
down the whole ramp. They all stayed the same times. 
 
x 
CJ Motion is when something is moving and it has to have direction. dx 
 
CR 
Something moving at any speed in any direction. Whether something 
is moving or being moved. If at a different time it is in a different 





When you go forward walking some people can predict where you 
will be if you stay the same speed. If you walk, run, and then job 
people would not be able to predict where you are going to be. Motion 





Motion is when you move something like when you push a box 
forward. Motion can also be the constance of movement so a ball or 
marble could move forever. Motion also would be how fast a moving 





When an object accelerates and gains velocity going somewhere 
different than it already is, and object has motion when a part or is 




DP How you go from point A to point B. x 
 
DT 
The amount of speed and how far an object travels and at a certain 







Motion is something moving, or being moved. I learned this in the lab 
about motion. We built a ramp ad measure where 8cm, 10cm, and 
6cm were. Then we recorded marbles going down this ramp and we 
shot the data down every 0.06s and did simple math to find the [Delta 










Motion is when something is in motion (moving) by gravity pulling it 
down. Uniform motion is constant pace the whole time. Non-uniform 






Motion is when the speeds are impacted my the movement, and 
distance causing velocity. I know this because I don't really know. We 






Motion is when something is moving and not staying in place. Like 
when you have a marble rolling down the ramp it is not staying in 
place it is moving down the ramp it is also the direction that its going 





When an object moves any way physically possible. Changes in 
motion are like speed and distance, depending on the size of the object 





Motion is when something is traveling at a certain speed. Motion is 
when something is traveling/going at a certain speed even if it is not a 
consistent speed if it is going at one speed but is getting faster every 




Motion is movement of something like marbles. That cause of gravity 




Well motion is how fast something is going but it also depends on the 
height it started at and how steep the thing is. It also depends on 











Motion is something that is moving or changing. In the experiment 
that we did, the marble which was rolling down the ramp was 
changing speed while it was moving. Also the equation [Delta]t is 
change over time and in our tables it showed a change when it went 
down the ramp. Therefor motion can also come in different forms 







Distance and Time. I saw movement of an object, the marbled moved 
down the ramp creating a movement. 
x 
JJ We put a marble down a track and the marble went. um 
 
JS 
Motion is something moving in any way. If I move forward 2 steps, 
that's motion. If I move backward 4 steps, that's motion. Yet I passed 
the origin I started in and when back 2 steps, which is negative. If I 




Motion is when something moves for example when the marble went 






 ramp it was a proportional speed.  
 
KC 
When something is moving or being moved. It has to go from one 
areas to another or it cold be a never ending point A to point B. As 
long as it is moving at all it can be considered motion. Even if it is not 






Motion is the speed of something. Like the way something moves. 
What I saw today is that the motion of the marble was fast and quick. 
For the 10cm height he motion of the marble wen down fast. For the 
8cm height, the motion of the marble went down slower than the 
motion in the 10cm height. For the 6cm height, the motion of the 





Motion is something is going somewhere by velocity and is speeding 




Motion is something moving or being moved by something or gravity. 
Motion can be shown by dropping the marble and letting it role down 






The way an object changes its direction. It can go backwards or 
forwards even if it's going the same direction your change the positive 






Motion gets faster and faster when it goes down the ramp and they are 
sometimes proportional. When I was doing it today I noticed that 
doing delta was harder at first but once you got to know how to do it 
its easy. I also noticed that when we were testing the marble ramp that 
the marble each time had a different speed even though it always had 






Motion is the system/action of moving and being moved. In some 
ways motion will come uniform and will be moving constantly. 
Motion changes because of obstacles that may interfere. Motion is 






Motion is when something is moving constant/not constance speed. 
Motion is when something moves like from point a to b or b to a. 
Motion moves at a constant or goes faster or slower or goes in 







The way things move, like speed, distance, time, and the relationship 
between it all. Motion depends on the direction the object is moving 





Uniform motion is when something is going at a constant speed. 
Motion is when something is moving like airplanes in the sky and cars 













Motion means a lot of thing. M- Mass the bigger the item, the harder 
it will be to move. This is because it has more weight to carry, so it'll 
typically go slower. O- Objective. To make something move, you'll 
typically need an objective. You need to know; where you need to go 
and how fast. T- Time. Motion depends on time. For example, if I 
need to get to health from the 2nd floor, I'll need to go faster so I can 
get there quickly. I- Inertia. Also known as gravity, inertia is the build 
up to make the object move. O- Object. Motion really depends on 
what the object is. Shape, size, these both make the object move 
differently. N- Next. Motion doesn't have much of a "next". That's 
why motion is important to learn about. So we can figure out if there 










Motion is a object or a thing that moves in some way. Object normally 
needs something to move it. Like the marble. The marble had the 
ramp. THe marble is a sphere so it rolls. The momentum keeps it 
going on the flat ramp. Going up somebody's hand moves it. [diagram 






Motion is many things. One thing it is is when the ball picked up 
speed by going but going up the ramp it didn't want to. It also is 





Motion is a speed an object is moving in time. Like the marble was 




Motion is the form and reason for things to move. Things move to 
move things that thing so motion is very important. It is what made 










When something is moving in any direction a certain distance and 
speed that could change. The speed can change when it's going in a 
different direction. For example when some thing is being pushed 
against gravity it will for a shorter distance and will go slower. But 






Motion is something getting velocity so it can move a distance over 
time such as the marble it also uses velocity. [cool diagram that uses 





Movement of an object. Moving, transporting, going from one place 
to another, those are some words that describe motion. Anything that 






A action that is something that is moving, it is also something being 
moved. For instance like a hand wave it is a motion, or the marble as 







 learned new math today too,  
PT 
Motion is what pushes a object. Motion can be forcefully made to. It's 




Motion is movement. Motion is speed and direction. When the 






Uniform motion distance/time. Motion is how something moves. The 
marble when going down the track sped up. It is the velocity of an 




Motion is the speed and movement of an object. Which direction it 





Motion is when something is moving from Point A to Point B for 
example when the ball goes down the ramp thats motion because 
every second its going a distance. For example in our 10cm drop in 
0.264 seconds it went 41cm mark which it went 22cm in 0.264 






Motion is how fast, far, high, or low something goes. Like the marble 
moved down the ramp and across the bottom stretch. Motion is also 















because Lin ran from the bumper cars to the ticket booth 
opposite from the others. 
 
E/D 
AG the ruler was backwards E/Sy 
AL started at the 100cm and went backwards P/D 
AM because lin walking backwards E/D 
AP-B1 because the direction of motion was changed E/D 
AP-B2 because they are showing the direction the other way F/D 
AS changes direction of motion relative to meter stick E/D 
 
BC 
because the ruler was turned the other way / because the 





because the speed at whichit traveled from the last point was 
slower than the last data point 
 
P/Sp 
CA-B1 because the ruler was backwards E/Sy 
CA-G1 because the numbers are going backwards/the wrong way E/Sy 
CD because the direction E/D 
CG because it was going the other way E/D 
CJ because it is higher up E/Sy 
 
CJ 
because we flipped the meter stick around so 100cm to 1cm. 









CM because the numbers are going backwards/the wrong way E/Sy 
CP because the numbers were going backwards E/Sy 
CR it's goign the other way E/D 
CR because we flipped the meter stick E/Sy 
CS because they went the opposite direction E/D 
CS because we started from 100cm instead of starting at 1cm P/D 
DD because lin was walking backwards E/D 







because we were going backward because we started at the 
100cm and went backwards 
 
P/D 
DP because we changed the stick, going in the opposite direction E/D 
DT no because it was above zero P/Sy 
 
EB 




EB ruler was from 100s down. other way E/Sy 
EC because they flipped the direction and went to different... E/D 
 
LH 




MK the negative shows the direction the other way F/D 
 
EW 




EY because lin was walking backwards E/D 
 
HB 
because it was going the opposite way than the first one - the 







because lin started at a different place then went to the place all 
the others started at so she was going backwards. I know this 








because we flipped the meter stick around so 100cm to 1cm. 





because we flipped the meter stick around so 100cm to 1cm. 





because the second chart represents lin and she 






because the second trial was lin and she went from bumper 



















because we flipped the meter stick around so 100cm to 1cm. 
Instead of 1cm-100cm so 100cm to 1cm is negative 
 
P/D 





KC the ruler was backwards E/Sy 
NC it shows the direction the other way F/D 
RM because it is higher and going the opposite direction F/D 
 
LM 
because the speed at which it traveled from the last point was 
slower than the last data point 
 
P/Sp 
LN because the numbers were going backwards E/Sy 
LP because she went backwards E/D 
MG because it went the other way E/D 
 
MH 






because numbers smaller than the ones you are subtracting 
make negative #'s 
 
F/Sy 
ML because the # started at 100 and not zero, ruler flipped P/Sy 
MT because they went the other direction E/D 
EK We always subtracted the smaller #'s by the bigger numbers F/Sy 
 
NC 
She started at a different place and she went to the place 









NG-B6 she changing direction of motion E/D 
NG-G because the ruler was backwards, and each was .um6 E/Sy 
NJ because she ran the opposite from the others E/D 
NM because the distance was shorter than the last data point E/Sy 
PD because the ruler was backwards E/Sy 
PT because she ran the opposite way from the others E/D 
KC We always subtracted the smaller #'s by the bigger #'s F/Sy 
 
SP-2 






because they went the opposite direction. the first went 1-100 
and the second 100-1 
 
P/D 
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